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It is used in combination with p and t belonging to the stem

of the word, and is pronounced shp and sht when initial, as in
pat, fttmmert ; when in the interior of a word, as in 5bto[pe,
ftaften, it is pronounced sp and st as in English.
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Laatlammetjie Direct translation: late lamb Actual meaning: a
child born many years after its siblings Laatlammetjie - late

lamb - a child born many years after its siblings Padkos
Direct translation: road food Actual meaning: Southern African
snacks and provisions for a journey padkos - road food Southern African snacks and provisions for a journey Perdeby
Direct translation: horse fly “Singing and Dancing Across
Liberia” meaning: wasp perdeby - horse fly - wasp Pletterpet
Direct translation: falling hat Actual meaning: helmet
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translation: paper vampire Actual meaning: stapler Papier
vampier - paper vampire - stapler Springmielies Direct
translation: Jumping corn Actual meaning: popcorn
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translation: step softly Actual meaning: chameleon Trapsuutjie
- step softly - chameleon Verkykers Direct translation: far
lookers Actual meaning: binoculars Verkykers - far lookers binoculars Vergrootglas Direct translation: making big glass
Actual meaning: magnifying glass Vergrootglas - making big
glass - magnifying glass Windmeulvliegtuig Direct translation:
wind mill flying plane Actual meaning: helicopter
Windmeulvliegtuig - wind mill flying plane - helicopter Please
follow and share:. And then the random thoughts start. He
visited Howard University in Washington to give “Singing and
Dancing Across Liberia” poetry reading inmarking the first
time he had seen the U. He escapes with Ella still in his
custody. These stories are what inspired The Forgotten Pearl.
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